INTRODUCTION
The perception of visual motion serves many roles, including depth perception by motion parallax and the control of eye movements. By integrating local image motion, i.e. the two-dimensional (2-D) motion in each small region of the visual field, the perception process is performed. Adelson and Movshon (1982) proposed that the human visual system determines the 2-D motion of a stimulus in two stages. First, the visual system measures the one-dimensional (l-D) velocities perpendicular to oriented components, such as lines and edges, within the stimulus. Then, it combines these velocities for the 2-D motion detection.
This two-stage hypothesis was initially supported by a psychophysical observation. Using a moving-plaid pattern (the sum of two differently oriented moving gratings), Adelson and Movshon (1982) confirmed that the 2-D motion of the plaid pattern is perceived through its decomposition into I-D velocities. Welch (1989) found that speed discrimination for moving-plaid stimuli is consistent with this hypothesis. Although the recombination rule of the hypothesis, which is based on the *Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd, 1015 Kamikodanaka, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki 211, Japan tTo whom all correspondence should be addressed. intersection-of-constraint-lines (IOC) solution, was challenged (Ferrera & Wilson, 1990; Rubin & Hochstein, 1993) , psychophysical observations have recently confirmed the rule's consistency (Burke & Wenderoth, 1993) . Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi and Newsome (1985) found electrophysiological support for this hypothesis. Rodman and Albright (1989) confirmed the presence of these cell types in the MT area of monkeys. Their work clarified a correspondence between the cell types and the type I and II cells that were initially distinguished by Albright (1984) .
The various models based on this two-stage hypothesis can be divided into two classes: those using the spatio-temporal scheme, and those using an inverse Hough transform.
SUSUMU KAWAKAMI and HIROAKI OKAMOTO
For the first stage, Heeger (1987) and Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) used spatio-temporal energy filters (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) to measure motion energies corresponding to the 1-D velocities. For the second stage, they combined the energies in the spatio-temporal frequency domain to detect the 2-D motion of moving stimuli. Watson and Ahumada (1985) used scalar motion sensors in the frequency domain, then in the second stage, they used vector motion sensors to combine the scalar sensors' output and detect 2-D motion.
In contrast, using an inverse Hough transform, Sereno (i986, 1987 Sereno (i986, , 1993 implemented the second stage as a neural network linking the V1 and MT cells. Sereno did not give an algorithm for the first stage. Fennema and Thompson (1979) used the gradient scheme (Limb & Murphy, 1975) to measure the 1-D velocities, then combined the velocities using the transform to detect 2-D motion. Ogata and Sato (1991) used the transform to combine the scalar-motion-sensors' output and detect the 2-D motion.
These models, however, involve some processing steps that cannot be implemented by neurons easily: the Gabor-function-type oriented filters and the square of the filter's output (Heeger, 1987; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990) , the division used in the gradient scheme (Fennema & Thompson, 1979) , and the Fourier transform (Watson & Ahumada, 1985; Ogata & Sato, 1991) .
We found that five types of cell on the magnocellular pathway of the visual cortex constitute a function hierarchy for detecting 2-D motion. Using Hough and inverse Hough transforms and Reichardrs spatiotemporal correlation, we modeled the cell types as a series of formulas that represent three types of synaptic functions in neurons: the postsynaptic excitation and inhibition; the synaptic transmission efficiency; and a multiplication-like function. The modeled cells explain the two-stage hypothesis (Adelson & Movshon, 1982) neurophysiologically. They detect 2-D motion from a variety of moving stimuli, including dots, straight lines, curves, edges, and plaid patterns.
Some parts of the material in this paper--the method for detecting 2-D motion, the correspondence between the modeled cells and the cells on the magnocellular pathway, and some computer simulations--have been presented previously (Kawakami, Okamoto & Morita, 1992; , 1995 Okamoto, Kawakami & Oka, 1994) .
CELL MODEL

Visual Pathway
This section proposes a visual pathway for detecting 2-D motion, and describes the neurophysiological properties of cells on the pathway. (Note that data from cats and monkeys are suffixed by + and + +, respectively.)
The anatomical structure of the magnoeellular pathway in monkeys, which processes image motion and stereo disparity, has been studied extensively (Hubel & Livingstone, 1987; Zeki & Shipp, 1988; Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Maunsell, Nealey & DePriest, 1990; Merigan & Maunsell, 1993; Nealey & Maunsell, 1994; Casagrande, 1994) . The pathway begins with Y-like retinal ganglion cells (Leventhal, Rodieck & Dreher, 1981; Perry, Oehler & Cowey, 1984) , then passes through the magnocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) to layer 4Cc~ of area V1 (Hubel & Wiesel, 1972; Boothe, Greenough, Lund & Wrege, 1979) . Layer 4C:~ has strong connections with layer 4B of V1 (Lund & Boothe, 1975; Fitzpatrick, Lund & Blasdel, 1985) , which sends a direct projection to MT (Lund, Lund, Hendrickson, Bunt & Fuchs, 1976; Spatz, 1977; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983b) .
Based on the presence of lagged and nonlagged LGN cells, we propose a visual pathway for detecting 2-D motion (Fig. 1) . The pathway is obtained by inserting a lagged cell branch into the magnocellular pathway. The layer 4Cc~ cells and nondirectionally selective (NDS) simple cells in the lagged branch have not yet been validated neurophysiologically. The following sections show that five types of cell on this pathway, excluding layer 4 Cc~ cells, constitute a function hierarchy for motion detection.
The neurophysiological properties of each cell type on the pathway are as follows.
The population of LGN cells in cats is divided into two classes, i.e. lagged and nonlagged LGN cells (Mastronarde, 1987a; Humphrey & Weller, 1988; Saul & Humphrey, 1990) . The lagged cell class has a longer temporal-latency td to the visual response than the nonlagged cell class. Both lagged and nonlagged LGN cells have the same spatial properties, such as concentric receptive fields of the same size. These two classes were initially reported for X-cells (Mastronarde, 1987a; Humphrey & Weller, 1988) belonging to the parvocellular visual pathway, then reported for Y-cells (Saul & Humphrey, 1990) belonging to the magnocellular pathway. Mastronarde (1987b +) and Hartveit and Heggelund (1993 +) clarified the physiological process by which this latency is produced in the lagged LGN cells. Cells in layer 4C~ of area V 1, which act as a relay, have concentric receptive fields similar to those in the retinal and LGN cells (Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966+; Hubel & Wiesel, 1961 .
NDS and directionally selective (DS) simple cells are present in layers 4B and 6 of area V1 (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968++; Henry, Harvey &Lund, 1979+; Gilbert & Wiesel, 1981+; Ferster & LindstrSm, 1983+; Maunsell & Newsome, 1987 + +) . DS complex cells, which correspond to the Component and type I cells (Section 4.2), are present both in layers 2, 3, and 5 of area V1 (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1981+; Ferster & Lindstr6m, 1983 +; Movshon et al., 1985 + +; Edelstyn & Hammond, 1988 +) and in layers 4 and 6 of area MT (Movshon et al., 1985 + +) .
Motion-detection cells, which correspond to the Pattern and type II cells (Section 4.2), are present in layers 2, 3, and 5 of area MT of monkeys (Movshon et al., 1985) . The cells respond selectively to the local 2-D motion of single and random dots and plaid patterns (Albright, 1984++; Movshon et al., 1985++; Tanaka, Hikosaka, Saito, Yukie, Fukada & Iwai, 1986++; Rodman & Albright, 1987 ++, 1989 , independent of the location, orientation, and contrast polarity of these stimuli. About a quarter of MT cells in monkeys are Pattern cells and about one half are Component cells (Movshon et al., 1985) .
Responses of these five cell types to traditionally used bar stimuli are summarized in Table 1 . The contrast polarity is defined by whether the stimulus is brighter than the background or not. The bar stimulus moves perpendicular to its orientation.
Cells in the medial superior temporal area (MST) of monkeys integrate the local 2-D motions (detected by the MT cells) over the MST cells' large receptive fields, then detect higher order motion features, e.g. rotation, dilation, and contraction Tanaka & Saito, 1989; Duffy & Wurtz, 1991a,b; Saito, 1993) .
Detecting 1-D Velocity
This section shows that LGN cells and NDS and DS simple cells constitute a function hierarchy for detecting the 1-D velocity of a moving line: time delay, Hough transform, and a spatio-temporal correlation. Figure 2 outlines our I-D velocity detection process. Figure 2A and B shows that a line moving across the retinal cell array is converted to two parallel lines moving across the lagged and nonlagged LGN cell arrays. The spatial displacement between the lines Ad equals the product of the line's 1-D velocity V~D and the fixed time delay t~ of the lagged LGN cells. Hence, the Ad displacement can determine the V~D velocity:
Time delay in LGN cells
(1)
The two LGN cell types transform a spatio-temporal parameter (the Vm velocity) into a spatial parameter (the Ad displacement). This transform enables the neuronal networks, where spatial processing is executed, to measure the 1-D velocity.
The responses of lagged and nonlagged LGN cells are modeled as a convolution operation (Marr & Hildreth, 1980) between retinal cell responses I(x,y, t) and a function DOG(u, v): (x-u, y-v, t-t~) DOG(u, v) (2) u v NLLGN(x, y)= ~ ~, I(x--u, y--v, t) DOG(u, v); u v x and y are LGN cell addresses, and t is time. u and v are summed over all retinal cells in the receptive field of each LGN cell. The DOG(u, v) function, which represents a pair of excitatory and inhibitory concentric receptive fields in an LGN cell, is given by
We obtained equation (3) by converting the 1-D 120 SUSUMU KAWAKAM! and HIROAKI OKAMOTO observation (Wilson, 1978) into a 2-D form; s is the degree of broadness. The convolution operation differentiates and enhances retinal cell images.
Hough transform in NDS simple cells
We propose that NDS simple cells perform a Hough transform (Hough, 1962) . Figure 2C shows that, through the transform, the parallel lines in the nonlagged and lagged LGN cell arrays are converted to two NDS simple cells activated at (p0, 00) and (p~, 00) with the same 00 orientation. This transform enables the Ad displacement between the lines to be measured one-dimensionally as the difference between the cells' p coordinates, i.e. p0 -p~.
We model the responses of NDS simple cells in the lagged and nonlagged branches as the Hough transformation of the LGN cell responses (Appendix A. . We assume that these cells are arranged two-dimensionally in layer 4B of area V1 as the (p, 0) array (Section 6.1). Based on the property that the delta function 6(~) = 1 for ~ = 0 and 6(0 = 0 for ~ :# 0, equation (4) indicates that an NDS simple cell at (p, 0) fires after accumulating the responses of a group of LGN cells along a straight line p-xcos 0-ysin 0=0 in the (x, y) LGN cell array. Thus, the simple cell detects a line with p location and 0 orientation. The isolated firing to the line represents the cell's location and orientation selectivities; the cell responds based on the line's contrast polarity.
The Hough transform was initially presented as an image-processing method for detecting lines in noisy pictures (Hough, 1962; Duda & Hart, 1972 , 1973 Ballard & Brown, 1982) . Then, its application to neurophysiology was suggested (Barlow, 1980; Ballard, Hinton & Sejnowski, 1983; Blasdel, 1992b; Obermayer & Blasdel, 1993; Blasdel & Obermayer, 1994) . However, to our knowledge, the transform has not been used to model actual cell responses. Using Radon transform, Okajima (1986) ADS simple cell at (p2, 00, r2), which is connected with the lagged and nonlagged NDS simple cells at (p0, 00) and (p~, 00), performs a spatio-temporal correlation between the cells" responses to detect the 1-D velocity of the line. The DS cell will respond if a line, which has the 00 orientation and a V~D 1-D velocity equal to the Ad difference divided by the td time delay, crosses its receptive field. Under such conditions, activation from the two NDS simple cells coincides (i.e. is correlated) to cause activation in the DS simple cell. Hence, this DS simple cell detects the line's I-D velocity as Ad/t,~. The position of such a cell moves along the p coordinate, with the V~r~ velocity.
Text details this detection and shows that the moving line causes activation in a DS simple cell at ((p0 + p~)/2, 00, VtDtd/2).
Spatio-temporal correlation in DS simple cells
We propose that DS simple cells perform a spatio-temporal correlation to detect the 1-D velocity of the line. Figure 2D shows that, executing the correlation between the two NDS simple cells above, a DS simple cell detects the line's VtD velocity as Ad/ta.
Introducing a variable z, we model the response ofa DS simple cell as the cross-correlation between the responses of lagged and nonlagged NDS simple cells whose p coordinates are shifted symmetrically by -I-z:
SC~s(p, 0, -c)= LSCNDs(p --Z, 0) NLSC~os(p + r, 0); (5) p, 0, and z are DS simple cell addresses. We assume that these cells are arranged three-dimensionally in layer 4B of area V1 as a horizontal (p, 0) array with a depth arrangement of z (Section 6.1). This spatio-temporal correlation, containing the z spatial shift and the t0 fixed time delay, is an application of Reichardt's correlationtype movement detector to the p coordinate of the Hough plane. The detector was initially proposed for a fly's visual system (Reichardt, 1961 (Reichardt, , 1987 Barlow & Levick, 1965; Van Santen & Sperling, 1984 , 1985 Hildreth & Koch, 1987; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1989; Egelhaaf & Borst, 1993) .
Based on equation (5), a detailed description of the 1-D velocity detection is presented: the response of a DS simple cell at (p2, 00, z2) is discussed. The cell is connected with the spatially-shifted lagged and nonlagged NDS simple cells at (p~, 00) and (po, 00), where pl = p0 -Ad = p0 --VjDto ( Fig. 2C and D) . The DS cell will fire if activations of these NDS simple cells [the first and second terms in equation (5)] coincide. This occurs when the cell's p2 and z2 coordinates satisfy the relationship, p2----(p0 + pl)/2 and z2 = VIotd/2, which results from the coincidence condition, i.e. p2 -z2 = p~ and p2 + z2 = p0. Based on this ~7 2 coordinate, the 1-D velocity of the line is determined by
Consequently, the moving line causes activation in a DS simple cell at ((p0 + p,)/2, 0o, V~Dtd/2). Therefore, equation (5) indicates that a DS simple cell at (p, 0, z) fires to detect a line with p + z location, 0 orientation, and 2z/td 1-D velocity, independent of the line's contrast polarity. The isolated firing to the line represents the cell's location, orientation, and 1-D velocity selectivities. We note that DS simple cells with different z coordinates have different Ad selectivities, and hence different VtD selectivities. (To simplify the description, z also denotes the VlO velocity, eliminating the coefficient td/2.)
We note that a band-pass filtering by the DOG (u, v) function of LGN cells [equation (3)] prevents the spatial aliasing (Van Santen & Sperling, 1984 , 1985 Borst & Egelhaaf, 1989 ) that corrupts this spatio-temporal correlation.
Detecting 2-D Motion
This section shows that DS complex cells and motion-detection cells constitute a function hierarchy for 
Vto, 0, and u are the speed, direction, and unit vector of the 1-D velocity. V2D, ~b, Vx, and Vv are the speed, direction, and Cartesian coordinates of 2-D motion. Equation (7) represents a constraint line (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Ferrera & Wilson, 1990) in the (V~, Vv) velocity space. This line indicates all 2-D motions that can exist in a line moving with the (V~D, 0) 1-D velocity. Adelson and Movshon (1982) presented the IOC solution (Fig. 4) . We show that the inverse Hough transform processed in motion-detection cells executes this solution, following the 1-D velocity detection by DS complex cells. Figure 5 outlines our 2-D motion detection process.
Accumulation in DS complex cells
We propose that a DS complex cell accumulates the responses of all DS simple cells with the same 0 orientation and z 1-D velocity selectivities but different p location selectivity. Figure 5A -C shows that, through this accumulation, the (V~, Vv) 2-D motion of the moving 
This wave is a representation of the constraint line [equation (7)] in the (0, r) array, which was obtained by inserting equation (6) into the third form of equation (7). The ~3 amplitude and 03 phase of the wave correspond to the 2-D motion's V2D speed and 4 direction, with the relationship of V2D = 2r3/td and q~ = 0,. Hence, we can detect the 2-D motion by measuring this wave.
We model the response of a DS complex cell as the accumulation of the DS complex cell responses along the p coordinate.
CCDs(0, T) = 2 SCDs(jO' 0, T); (|2) p 0 and r are DS complex cell addresses. We assume that these cells are arranged two-dimensionally as the (0, r) array in areas V1 and MT, as presented previously (Sereno, 1993; Rodman & Albright, 1989) . Equation (12) indicates that a DS complex cell at (0, r) fires to detect a line with 0 orientation and r 1-D velocity, independent of the line's p location and contrast polarity. The isolated firing to the line represents the cell's orientation and 1-D velocity selectivities. 
Inverse Hough transform in motion-detection cells
We propose that motion-detection cells perform an inverse Hough transform to extract the sine wave for 2-D motion detection. Figure 5D shows that the transform extracts the wave as the (r~4, rr4 ) intersection of lines composed of activated motion-detection cells, with the relationship of (Z'v4, "C,a)= (td2)(Vx, Vy). By inserting the point's coordinates into equation (11) We assume that these cells are arranged two-dimensionally in area MT as the (zx, zy) array which is equivalent to the (V~, V0 velocity space (Section 5.1).
Based on the 6(() definition above, equation (14) indicates that a motion-detection cell at (zx, Ty) fires after accumulating the responses of a group of DS complex cells along a sine wave, z -zxcos 0-Zysin 0 = 0, in the (0, z) array. Hence, this cell extracts the sine wave with x/(r 2 + z~) amplitude and tan-~(Zy/~) phase.
In summary, our cell sequence detects 2-D motion from moving stimuli, as follows. LGN ceils, NDS and DS simple cells, and DS complex cells convert the lines' (V,, E,) 2-D motion into a sine wave composed of activated DS complex cells, r-(t~Vx/2)cos 0--(t0Vy/ 2)sin 0 = 0, over the (0, r) array. Extracting this wave, a motion-detection cell at (td2)(F~, V0 fires. From this cell's coordinates, the 2-D motion is determined.
We note that x, y, u, v, p, 0, z, zx, and Zy in equations (2-6) and equations (l(F14) are integers representing cell addresses. The addresses must be multiplied by the interval between adjacent retinal cells. To simplify the description, we have eliminated this coefficient.
Representation in Neuronal Network
In this section, we propose that the series of formulas [equations (2, 4, 5, 12, and 14) ] represents the neuronal network linking retinal cells and motion-detection cells.
First, we show that three operations used in the formulas can be implemented by synaptic functions of neurons. The first is addition and subtraction, which are implemented by the postsynaptic excitation and inhibition (Kufiler, Nicholls & Martin, 1984) . Equations (2, 4, 12, and 14) use this operation as the accumulation. The second operation is multiplication with constant coefficients, which is implemented by the synaptic transmission efficiency (Kuffler et al., 1984) . Equation (2) uses this operation as the multiplication of retinal cell responses with the DOG(u, t,) constant coefficients. The third operation is a multiplication-like function, which is assumed to be a characteristic of certain synapses (Torre & Poggio, 1978; Van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Hildreth & Koch, 1987; Schmid & Bulthoff, 1988; Borst & Egelhaaf, 1989; Egelhaaf & Borst, 1993) . Equation (5) uses this operation. Hence, all the modeled cells are described by synaptic functions of neurons.
Based on these synaptic functions, we propose that the series of formulas represents the neuronal connections in the cell sequence as follows: (1) Multiplying these cell-pair responses, the DS cell fires; (5) each DS complex cell is connected to all DS simple cells with the same orientation and 1-D velocity selectivities but different location selectivity; and, finally, (6) each motion-detection cell is connected with all DS complex cells on a sine wave [equation (10)]. This is, to our knowledge, the first model of the neuronal network linking retinal cells and motiondetection cells in area MT as a sequence of formulas that represent the synaptic functions of neurons.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The computer simulations show that the modeled cell sequence [equations (2, 4, 5, 12, 14) ], formulated using 2.6 × 105 connections in a receptive field (Appendix B), correctly detects 2-D motion from a variety of moving stimuli .
Straight Lines
Using one of the simplest 2-D motion stimuli (i.e. a cross inclined by 20 deg), we showed how the cell sequence detects 2-D motion (Fig. 6A) .
LGN cells enhance the retinal cell images. Then, a sharpened cross appears surrounded by inhibitory responses [Fig. 6A(i) ]. Figure 6A (ii-iv) shows that the three types of modeled cell correctly measure the line's parameters (i.e. p location, 0 orientation, and z 1-D velocity), based on the cell coordinates. In each NDS simple cell array, the coordinates of two cells coincide with the p location and 0 orientation of the bars of the cross. These cells fire to detect the bars. In the DS simple cell array showing the cross-sectional response at 0 = 20 deg, a cell whose coordinates coincide with the 0( = 20 deg) orientation and r 1-D velocity of one of the bars fires to detect it; the cell fires with the p coordinate of (po + p~)/2 shown in the legend to Fig. 2D . In the DS complex cell array, two cells 
LGN NDS simple DS simple DS complex Motion-detection Nonlagged Retinal Cells (Obermayer & Blasdel, 1993; Bonhoeffer & Grinvald, 1993) enables the firing patterns characteristic for each cell and stimulus type to be validated.
whose coordinates coincide with the 0 orientations and z l-D velocities of the bars fire to detect them. In each case inhibitory subpeaks occur on both sides of the activated cells.
In the motion-detection cell array [Fig. 6A(v) ], the cell at (zx = 3, z, = 3) fires most intensively after extracting a sine wave [equation (10)] that passes through the two activated cells in the (0, z) array. The cell corresponds to the intersection of the two lines that are the elementary inverse Hough transformation (Appendix A.2) of the two activated cells. Hence, by inserting this cell's coordinates into equation (13), the 2-D motion of the cross is correctly determined to be (2/to)(3, 3). This vector must be multiplied by the interval between adjacent retinal cells (Section 2.3.2).
The modeled cells can detect the 2-D motion of "straight-line figures" that are composed of two or more differently oriented lines. The activation of the motion-detection cell at the intersection [Fig. 6A(v) ] is more isolated and sharper when the figure contains more lines. A motion-detection cell at (z, = 3, 3,. = 3) is activated to extract this wave, which is surrounded by inhibitory responses [Fig. 6B(v) ]. Thus, the 2-D motion of the dot is correctly detected as this cell's coordinates.
Dots
The modeled cells can detect the 2-D motion of "dot figures" that are composed of any number of dots. The detection process is the same as that for moving lines composed of all lines passing through the dots within the figures.
The inhibitory responses (blue) in each cell array, which result from the inhibitory concentric receptive fields of LGN cells [the second term of equation (3) Fig. 6A(ii) ].
Random-dot Texture
Traditionally, neurophysiological experiments have used random-dot stimuli, which are a kind of dot figure, together with the bar and single-dot stimuli. The modeled cells can detect 2-D motion from a random-dot texture with 30% dot density (Fig. 6C) .
NDS Figure 6B and C suggests the neurophysiological process by which type II cells in area MT, which correspond to our motion-detection cells (Section 4.2.2), detect the 2-D motion of moving single and random dots (Albright, 1984 + +) . Figure 7A shows how the 2-D motion of a circle is detected.
Curved Lines
In each NDS simple cell array [ Fig. 7A (ii)], two sine waves of activated cells occur. The waves indicate the p locations and 0 orientations of all possible lines tangential to the circle. The interval between the wave in the p direction is the circle's diameter (Casasent & Krishnapuram, 1987) .
The DS simple and complex cells convert the waves in the lagged and nonlagged NDS simple cell arrays into a sine wave composed of activated DS complex cells over the (0, 3) array [ Fig. 7A(iv) ]. The wave flanked by two secondary waves on both sides indicates the 0 orientations and z 1-D velocities of all the lines tangential to the circle. To detect the 2-D motion of the circle, the motiondetection cell at (z, = 3, ~--3) extracts the central wave [ Fig. 7A(v) ].
The modeled cells can detect the 2-D motion of "curved-line figures". The detection process is the same as that for moving lines composed of all lines tangential to the figures. Figure 7B shows how the 2-D motion of a disk is detected.
Edges
In each NDS simple cell array [ Fig. 7B (ii)], two sinusoidal borders of excitatory/inhibitory cell responses occur. The borders indicate the p locations and 0 orientations of all possible lines tangential to the disk. The differentiation of the disk edge by the convolution operation [equation (2)] causes this pair of excitatory and inhibitory responses.
The DS simple and complex cells convert the borders in the lagged and nonlagged NDS simple cell arrays into a sine wave composed of activated DS complex cells over the (0, 3) array [ Fig. 7B(iv) ]. The wave indicates the 0 orientations and z 1-D velocities of all the lines tangential to the disk. To detect the 2-D motion of the disk, the motion-detection cell at (z, = 3, % = 3) extracts the wave [ Fig. 7B(v) ].
The modeled cells can detect the 2-D motion of"edge figures". The principal detection process [Fig. 7B(iv, v) ] is the same as that for moving lines composed of all lines tangential to the figures.
Noise Robustness
The modeled cells' 2-D motion detection process is robust to noise. Figure 7C shows how 2-D motion is detected from a moving circle on which random-dot noise with a 30% dot density is superimposed with temporal incoherence. The noise significantly degrades the NDS simple cell responses The 2-D motion of stimuli moving with temporal coherence is extracted, whereas that of stimuli moving with temporal incoherence is not extracted. Hence, our 2-D motion detection process is robust to noise.
Two Stimuli Within a Receptive Field
The modeled cells can detect the 2-D motions from two moving stimuli within a receptive field separately. This is consistent with motion transparency in psychophysiology. Figure 8A shows how the 2-D motions are detected from a moving circle and moving small disk separately. In the DS complex cell array [ Fig. 8A(iv) ], two sine waves of activated cells occur over the (0, ~) array, with one another's amplitudes reversed; a DS complex cell at the intersection of the waves is activated most intensively. One wave indicates the 0 orientations and ~ 1-D velocities of all lines tangential to the circle; the other indicates those tangential to the disk. Extracting these waves, two motion-detection cells are activated separately [ Fig. 8A(v) ]. The cell at (T,. = 3, r,.= 3) detects the 2-D motion of the disk, and the cell at (~x = -3, ~, = -3) detects that of the circle. Figure 8B shows how the 2-D motions are detected from two moving random-dot textures. In the motion-detection cell arrays [ Fig. 8B(v) ], two cells at (r~ = 3, r,. = 3) and (~, = -3, r,=--3) are activated separately to detect the textures' 2-D motions.
Line with Terminators
The modeled cells can detect the 2-D motion of a line with terminators (Fig, 8C ), although they cannot detect that without the terminator because of the aperture problem (Hildreth & Koch, 1987) :
In the DS complex cell array Sections 3.1 3.5 indicate that the modeled cells [equations (2, 4, 5, 12, and 14) ] can detect the 2-D motion of a variety of stimuli, including dots, straight and curved lines, and edges. The motion detection is independent of the location, orientation, and contrast polarity of these stimuli. This is consistent with neurophysiology (Section 2.1). The 2-D motion detection above is robust to noise (Section 3.6) and capable of measuring the 2-D motions from two moving stimuli separately (Section 3.7). Figure 9A shows one of two successive frames of a rotating wooden ball. The modeled cells detected the 2-D motion within each receptive field. Figure 9B shows that the optical flow, which was measured for rotation about an axis perpendicular to the paper, is accurately detected, and that the stationary background is detected as flow with length zero. Errors occurs in a few receptive fields for which all the grains have the same orientation, so that the aperture problem can not be solved.
Extracting Optical Flow
COMPARISON WITH NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
The responses of the modeled ceils [equations (2, 4, 5, 12, and 14)] for various stimuli are consistent with the following responses of actual cells: first, selectivities to the parameters of traditionally used bar stimuli (Section 4.1); second, the responses of the Component, Pattern, type I, and type II ceils to three combinations of stimuli (Section 4.2); third, the receptive-field structures of simple cells (Section 4.3); fourth, the "grain" and "field" cellresponses to the movement of random-dot textures (Section 4.4); and, finally, the cell responses for apparent motion (Section 4.5).
Selectivities to Bar Stimuli
This section shows that the modeled ceils exhibit the same selectivities to the bar stimulus parameters (i.e. p location, 0 orientation, ~ I-D velocity, and contrast polarity) as actual cells (Table 1) .
LGN cells respond selectively to the stimulus' p location, based on its contrast polarity, and independent of its 0 orientation and r 1-D velocity ( Table 1) . The modeled cells having the concentric receptive field [equation (3)] exhibit the same selectivity.
NDS simple cells respond selectively to the bar's p location and 0 orientation, based on its contrast polarity, and independent of its T I-D velocity. The modeled cells arranged as the (p, 0) array exhibit the same selectivity (Section 2.2.2); they respond equally in both directions of bar movement. Figure 10A shows (Hammond & Reck, 1980; Hammond & Smith, 1983; Baker, 1988) .
Finally, motion-detection cells respond selectively to the bar's 0 orientation and z 1-D velocity, independent of its p location and contrast polarity. The modeled cells exhibit the same selectivity. Since the selectivities of motion-detection cells for bar stimuli are the same as those of DS complex cells (Table 1) , it is difficult to distinguish between these cell types using only bar stimuli. The next section shows three methods for distinguishing between them using more complex stimuli.
Direction and Orientation Selectivities
This section shows that the modeled DS complex cells reflect the direction and orientation selectivities in the Component and type I cells for the three combinations of stimuli below; it also shows that the modeled motion-detection cells reflect the selectivities in the Pattern and type II cells. The first stimulus is a combination of the moving grating and plaid, and is used to distinguish between Component and Pattern cells (Movshon et al., 1985; Rodman & Albright, 1989) (Section 4.2.1). The second stimulus is a combination of the stationary bar and the moving bar and dot, and is used to distinguish between type I and type II cells (Albright, 1984; Rodman & Albright, 1989 ) (Section 4.2.2). The third stimulus is a combination of moving bar and dot stimuli with differing speeds, and is used to identify DS complex cells in area V1 (e.g. Hammond & Reck, 1980) and type II cells in area MT (Albright, 1984 ) (Section 4.2.3).
Gratings and plaid patterns
To distinguish between Component and Pattern cells in area MT of monkeys, Movshon et al. (1985) measured the difference in the direction tunings for a combination of a moving sinusoidal grating and plaid. The Component cell's direction tuning was bimodal for the plaid; the optimal directions occurred when the component gratings were roughly perpendicular to the cells' preferred direction for single gratings. In contrast, the optimal direction of the Pattern cells for the plaid was approximately coincident with that for the single gratings. Figure 12 shows the direction tunings of the modeled DS complex and motion-detection ceils for the grating and plaid stimuli. The optimal directions for these tunings fit the experimental observations. This suggests that our DS complex and motion-detection cells correspond to the Component and Pattern cells,
Stationao' and moving stimuli
To distinguish between type I and type II cells in area MT of monkeys, Albright (1984) measured the difference in the orientation and direction tunings for a combination of a stationary bar and a moving bar and dot. Type I cells exhibit the perpendicular relationship between their preferred orientation tunings (for stationary bars) and direction tunings (for moving bars and dots), whereas type II cells exhibit the parallel relationship. Rodman and Albright (1989 ++) and Albright, Rodman and Gross (1986 ++) clarified that these typeI and type II cells correspond to the Component and Pattern cells. Figure 13 shows the orientation and direction tunings of the modeled DS complex and motion-detection cells for this stimulus combination. The perpendicular relationship of the DS complex cell tuning between the preferred orientation and direction is the same as that of type I cells reviewed above. The parallel relationship of the motion-detection cell tuning is the same as that of type II cells. This suggests that our DS complex and motion-detection cells correspond to the type I and type II cells.
Bar and dot with differing speeds
Our modeled cells account for the two types of bimodal direction tuning occurring for a combination of moving bar and dot stimuli with differing speeds. The first type is characteristic of DS complex cells in area V1 of cats (Hammond, 1978; Hammond & Reck, 1980; Hammond & Smith, 1983; Skottun, Grosof & De Valois, 1988) and the second type is characteristic of type II cells in area MT of monkeys (Albright, 1984) .
DS complex cells in area V1
. The direction tuning of DS complex cells in area V1 is unimodal when stimulated with bars or low-speed random-dot textures, but bimodal for high-speed random-dot textures. The two
BGrang FIGURE 12. Polar plots of direction selectivities of modeled DS complex and motion-detection cells for moving gratings and plaid patterns. The plaid pattern is composed of two differently oriented sinusoidal gratings traveling at an angle of 120 deg to one another and with the same velocity. Using equation (12) and equation (14), we calculated the direction selectivities. Then, we depicted the selectivities as individual polar plots whose radius and angle are the normalized cell response and the stimulus-movement direction. The DS complex celFs direction tuning is bimodal for the plaids; the optimal directions occur when the component gratings are perpendicular to the cell's preferred direction for single gratings. In contrast, the optimal direction of the motion-detection cell for the plaid coincides with that for single gratings. (12) and (14), we calculated the selectivities for these stimuli. Then, we depicted the selectivities as an individual polar plot whose radius is the normalized cell response. The plot's polar angles for a stationary bar and for a moving bar or dot are, respectively, bar orientation and the direction of movement for the bar or dot. The DS complex cell exhibits a perpendicular relationship between its preferred orientation and direction, whereas the motion-detection cell exhibits a parallel relationship. [For easy comparison of the orientation selectivity with that observed by Albright (1984 + +) and Rodman and Albright (1989--) , the bar orientation is plotted with an addition of 90 deg to its definition (Fig. 2A) . Also note that the intensities of the DS complex cell responses for the stationary bars are weak, with the exception of cells whose r coordinates are 0, because the cells prefer the moving bar stimuli. This is consistent with electrophysiology (Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983a+-: Albright, 1984+~.] preferred directions are distributed symmetrically about the bar's preferred direction. The interval between these directions grows wider as the texture speed increases. Figure 14A shows the direction tuning curves of our DS complex cell for bar and dot stimuli moving with different speeds. We used single-dot stimuli which cause the same direction tunings as the random-dot stimuli used in the experiments. The unimodal and bimodal tunings fit the experimental observations. The A0cc interval between the twin peaks ofbimodal tuning is a function of the dot speed Vdo, and the preferred speed for a bar V~D0:
In addition, our DS simple cells [equation (5)] exhibited almost the same unimodal and bimodal tunings, not shown here, as the DS complex cells (Fig. 14A) . The interval between the twin peaks varied as predicted by equation (15). This is consistent with observations of DS simple cells (Skottun et al., 1988+) .
Type H cells in area MT.
The direction tuning of type II cells in area MT is unimodal when stimulated with single dots or high-speed bars, but bimodal for low-speed bars (Albright, 1984++) . The two preferred directions are distributed symmetrically about the dot's preferred direction. The interval between these directions grows wider as the bar speed decreases. Rodman and Albright (1987++) , however, failed to replicate these results. Of the 13 type II cells they examined, only one exhibited the bimodal direction tuning. In contrast, of the type II cells examined by Albright (1984) , 39% exhibited the bimodal direction tuning. Figure 14B shows the direction tuning curves of our motion-detection cells, which correspond to the type II cells (Section 4.2.2), for bar and dot stimuli moving with the different speeds. The unimodal and bimodal tunings fit the experimental observations (Albright, 1984) . The A~MDC interval between the twin peaks of bimodal tuning is a function of the bar speed Vbar and the preferred speed for a dot V2DO:
This suggests that our DS complex and motiondetection cells account for the neurophysiological tuning process and the dependence of the bimodal tuning type on the speeds of the moving bar and dot. We note that a formula equivalent to equation (16) (Fig. 14A) .
Receptive-field Structure
Two receptive-field structures of simple cells in area V1 of cats were examined (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959 , 1962 Movshon, Thompson & Tolhurst, 1978a; Jones & Palmer, 1987a,b) . The first structure is possessed by simple cells preferring line stimuli, which we call line-preferring simple cells. The second structure is possessed by simple cells preferring edge stimuli, which we call edge-preferring simple cells. Our NDS simple cells [equation (4)] and a modification of them account for the two structures.
Line-preferring simple cell
The receptive-field structure of an actual line-preferring simple cell [ Fig. 15A(i) ] consists of an elongated, excitatory region flanked by two inhibitory regions.
The simulated receptive-field structure of a modeled NDS simple cell [ Fig. 15A (ii)] is consistent with the actual structure. The cell's (p, 0) coordinates give the p location and 0 orientation of the elongated excitatory region. This structure results from the Hough transformation of the DOG(x ,y) function [equations (2-4)], which is executed within the rectangular receptive field [ Fig. A2 (ii) in Appendix A].
Edge-preferring simple cell
The receptive-field structure of an actual edgepreferring simple cell [ Fig. 15B(i) ] consists of a pair of elongated, excitatory and inhibitory regions.
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We show that this observation is consistent with the receptive-field structure of a modified NDS simple cell, as follows.
We model the responses of an edge-preferring simple cell in equation (17) (17) We assume that the edge-preferring simple cells are arranged in layer 4B of area V1 as the (p, 0) array. This arrangement is the same as that of modeled NDS simple cells (Section 6.1). Equation (17) indicates that an edge-preferring simple cell at (p, 0) fires to detect an edge p = xcos 0+ysin 0 in the (x, y) LGN cell array.
The simulated receptive-field structure of this edgepreferring simple cell [ Fig. 15B (ii)] is consistent with the actual structure. The cell's (p, 0) coordinates give the p location and 0 orientation of the border of the structure, i.e. those of the border of the elongated, excitatory and inhibitory regions. This structure results from the Hough transformation, above, followed by the first differential along the p coordinate [equation (17) Daugman (1985) proposed that the receptive-field structures of line-and edge-preferring simple cells resemble 2-D even and odd Gabor functions. This similarity was validated by detailed experiments (Jones & Palmer, 1987b+) .
Similarity to 2-D Gabor functions
These structures are characterized by their crosssections. As Fig. 16 shows, the cross-sections of the structures possessed by modeled line-and edge-preferring simple cells resemble those of the 2-D even and odd Gabor functions. Hence, these modeled cells possess the structure resembling the two types of 2-D Gabor function. (12) and (14), we calculated the direction selectivities for these stimuli. Then, we depicted the selectivities with the abscissa showing the direction of stimulus movement and the ordinate showing the cell response.
(A) Unimodal direction tunings occur for bars and low speed dots, with an optimal bar speed V~D0 that is given as 2z/td based on the cell's (0, z) coordinates. In contrast, bimodal tunings occur for dots with speeds higher than the V2D0 optimal speed. The twin peaks of bimodal tuning are distributed symmetrically about the bar's preferred direction, The interval between the peaks A0cc widens as the dot speed increases [equation (15) Jones and Palmer (1987b+) , which were measured using the reverse correlation technique developed by Jones and Palmer (1987a+) . Cell responses for the differing locations and contrast polarity of dot stimuli were depicted as a contour map whose address corresponds to a dot location. Solid and dotted lines represent excitatory and inhibitory responses corresponding to dot's contrast polarity.
(ii) The structures of a modeled line-preferring simple cell (i.e. a modeled NDS simple cell) at (p = 4, 0=0) and an edge-preferring simple cell at (p = 0, 0= -10 deg). Using equation (4) and equation (17), cell responses for the differing locations and contrast polarity of dot stimuli are calculated, then depicted as contour maps. Hatched and nonhatched regions represent excitatory and inhibitory responses, and each lattice point in the lower left corner of the map corresponds to 2 x 2 retinal cells. The Z parameter in equation (17) has a value 2, and the other parameters used for the simulation are shown in Appendix B.
"Grain" and "Field" Responses
The grain and field responses to the movement of random-dot textures have been examined previously (Hammond & MacKay, 1977+; Gulyas, Orban, Duysens & Maes, 1987+; Snowden, Treue & Andersen, 1992++) . The grain response does not last for the whole duration of the texture motion. It produces one or more peaks similar to those elicited by a moving bar. In contrast, the field response lasts for the same time as the texture motion. The researchers observed the grain responses for all LGN cells and nearly all V1 cells, and the field responses for smaller V1 cells and nearly all MT cells. Simple and complex cells tend to exhibit the grain and field responses. We note that the complex cell type includes our motiondetection cell.
The simulated responses of the modeled cells to the movement of a random-dot texture are consistent with these experimental observations. As shown in responses. The response fluctuates (Fig, 17B ) because the cells are sensitive to the lines' orientations.
Apparent Motion
Actual DS cells respond selectively to apparently moving bar stimuli, i.e. bar stimuli flashed successively at temporally and spatially separated intervals, such as movies. This response is the same as that for continuously moving bar stimuli. Researchers examined such apparent-motion responses of DS cells in areas V1 of cats (Movshon, Thompson & Tolhurst, 1978b; Baker, 1988; Baker & Cynader, 1986 , 1988 and MT of monkeys (Mikami, Newsome & Wurtz, 1986a,b; Newsome, Mikami & Wurtz, 1986) . Further, Mikami (1991) showed that 82% of the DS cells in area MT of monkeys exhibit directional responses to apparent motion of both random-dots and bars.
Our modeled DS simple and complex cells and motion-detection cells also respond selectively to apparent motion in the same way as continuous motion. The simulated motion-detection process for continuously moving stimuli (Figs 6-8) is the same as that for apparently moving stimuli, because the lagged and nonlagged LGN cell images for continuous motion [e.g. To study apparent-motion detection, Baker and Cynader (1988 +) used two successive flashing bar stimuli with differing Ap spatial and At temporal intervals. Unlike in other experiments (Emerson, Citron, Vaughn & Klein, 1987+; Emerson, Bergen & Adelson, 1992+) , they located the stimuli symmetrically on either side of the cell to be examined. They depicted the responses of simple and complex cells in area V1 as a contour map whose coordinates are the Ap and At intervals. The map had a peak whose Ap0 and At0 coordinates were 0.3-0.6 deg and 60-90 msec.
The contour map of a modeled DS simple cell for the same stimuli as in Baker and Cynader's (1988) experiments also had a peak. The peak's Ap0 and At0 coordinates coincide with double the cell's T coordinate and the ta time delay of lagged LGN cells. The V~D velocity of a continuously moving bar, preferred by this cell, is given as Apo/Ato (=2"C//d). This is consistent with the experimental relationship V1D = DopjIx [Fig. 14 of Baker (1988+) ]; Dop, is our Ap0 and Ir corresponds to td.
Based on this discussion, we predict that the optimal response to apparent motion occurs when the At temporal interval coincides with the ta time delay. An experimental correspondence between the At0 optimal interval observed (60 90 msec) and the ta time delay of lagged LGN cells (4(~80 msec) measured by Mastronarde (1987a +) supports our prediction.
The distribution of time delays, indicating that a lagged LGN cell has a constant time delay within the range, causes the distribution of 1-D velocities preferred by DS simple cells, because the velocity is inversely proportional to the delay. This distorts the sinusoidal firing pattern over the DS complex cell array [equation (10) Comparison with 1-D velocity detection using the spatio-temporal scheme (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) . (A) The scheme uses a (x, y, t) space-time cube. The movement of a line in the (x, y) image plane becomes a slanted planar-locus in the (x, y, t) cube. The planar locus is extracted using spatio-temporal oriented filters, such as the space-time Gabor function (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Heeger, 1987; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990) . same as that of the DS simple cells. The map of the modeled motion-detection cells also has a peak whose At0 coordinate is the td time delay. The peak's Ap0 coordinate, however, depends on the bar stimulus' orientation 0ba r and is expressed as 2(T,0cos 0ha,+ T,osin 0bar) based on the cell's (r,0, T,0) coordinates. This detailed property has not been examined electrophysiologically, to our knowledge.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS MODELS
Two-stage Hypothesis
We compare the two-stage hypothesis (Adelson & Movshon, 1982) to our five types of cell [equations (2, 4, 5, 12, and 14) ].
In the first stage of the hypothesis, the (V~D, 0) 1-D velocities of oriented components within a moving stimulus are measured independent of their location and contrast polarity (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Sereno, 1993) . The sequential processing by our LGN cells, NDS and DS simple cells, and DS complex cells measures the 1-D velocities with the same independence.
In the second stage, 2-D motion of the stimuli are measured by combining the velocities using the IOC solution. This solution is equivalent to the inverse Hough transform processed in our motion-detection cells (Section 2.3.2).
Hence, our five cell types provide a neurophysiological explanation to the two-stage hypothesis proposed psychophysically.
Our model accounts for two terms essential to this hypothesis (Fig. 4) : The "velocity space (V,, I/,)" is the same as our (T~, ~,) motion-detection cell array, excluding the coefficient td/2 [equation (11)]. In addition, the "constraint line", having V~D foot and 0 angle, corresponds to a line composed of activated motiondetection cells over the motion-detection cell array (e.g. Fig. 5D ). This linear firing pattern is the elementary inverse Hough transformation of a DS complex cell at (0, tdVto/2). Heeger (1987) and Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) presented methods for detecting 2-D motion, based on the spatio-temporal scheme (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) . The two stages in this method correspond to those in Adelson and Movshon's (1982) hypothesis. The first stage uses spatio-temporal energy filters (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) to measure motion energies that correspond to the 1-D velocities of the oriented components. The second stage combines these energies to detect 2-D motion. This section shows that these two stages correspond to our five cell types.
Spatio-temporal Method
The first stage
The first stage of Heeger (1987) and Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) uses the (x, y, t) space-time cube (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) to detect the 1-D velocities of lines. Figure 18 shows that the detection process in this cube is equivalent to the spatio-temporal correlation processed in our DS simple cells. Thus, the 1-D velocity detection in the first stage corresponds to the sequential processing by our LGN cells, NDS and DS simple cells, and DS complex cells [equations (2, 4, 5, and 12) ]. We added the DS complex cells to the processing, because the detection process in this stage is independent of the lines' locations.
Heeger (1987) and Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) SUSUMU KAWAKAMI and H1ROAKI OKAMOTO executed this detection, not in the (x, y, t) cube, but in its frequency domain (~ox, co,, ~0,). Using spatio-temporal energy filters, they measured the motion energies N(o),, oJ,., (o,) that are a representation of the I-D velocities in the frequency domain. Therefore, their first stage corresponds to our sequential processing in the frequency domain.
The second stage
In the first stage, a stimulus moving with (V~, V,) 2-D motion produces a group of N(co,., co,, co,) motion energies on a plane [equation (18)] that passes through the origin of the frequency domain (Watson & Ahumada, 1985; Heeger, 1987; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990) :
To detect the (V~, V,.) 2-D motion, their second stage extracts this plane by combining the motion energies lying on it. Equation (18) is a representation of equation (7) in the frequency domain. Equation (7) is equivalent to equation (10) (Section 2.3.1). Thus, equation (18) is a representation of equation (10) in the frequency domain. This relationship indicates that extracting the plane [equation (18)] in the (oJ~, o),., ~o,) coordinate system is equivalent to extracting a sine wave [equation (10)] composed of activated DS complex cells over the (0, r) array. Hence, the second stage of Heeger (1987) and Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) corresponds to our motion-detection cells which extract the sine wave using the inverse Hough transform.
Physiological plausibility
These methods proposed by Heeger (1987) and Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) give accurate 2-D motion estimates for moving plaid patterns and textured patterns. The methods account for the electrophysiological data on the V1 and MT cells; the spac~time separability, direction tuning, apparent motion, and Component and Pattern responses. They also account for the psychophysical data on coherence of plaids. Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) pointed out, however, that both their method and Heeger's method make two assumptions that are probably incorrect in physiological details. They used Gabor-function models for simple cell receptive fields (Daugman, 1985; Jones & Palmer, 1987b) as spatio-temporal oriented filters for detecting the planar locus (Fig. 18A) . In addition, to measure the motion energies independent of the stimulus' contrast polarity, they used the square of the filter outputs as cell responses.
We described all our modeled cells using the synaptic functions of neurons (Section 2.4). We did not use both the Gabor-function-type oriented filters and the square of the filter outputs.
In the sections, that follow, we compare our cell sequence to three other methods for detecting 2-D motion using the inverse Hough transform: Sereno's model, Fennema and Thompson's method, and Ogata and Sato's method. Sereno (1986 Sereno ( , 1987 Sereno ( , 1993 modeled the second stage of Adelson and Movshon's (1982) hypothesis as a network that connects the V1 cell array to the MT cell array. The connection is represented as a modification of our inverse Hough transform that links DS complex cells and motion-detection cells, as follows.
Sereno ~" Neural-network Model
Sereno's V1 cells respond selectively to 1-D velocities and are arranged as the (0, VID) array. The array is the same as our (0, r) DS complex cell array, excluding the td/2 coefficient [equation (6)]. In contrast, Sereno's MT cells, which detect the stimulus' 2-D motion, are arranged as a polar representation of our (r,, r,.) motion-detection cell array, i.e. as the (4~, V2D) orthogonal array with the relationship of q5 = tan ~(E~./r0 and V_~D = (2/ td)4('C~ -I-"C~).
Sereno modeled the second stage as a neural network that connects a V1 cell at (0, VID) to all MT cells lying on the curve V~o = V2Dcos(q$-0) in the (4b, ~D) array [ Fig. 3 .2(a) of Sereno (1993) ]. The curve giving the connections is a representation of our elementary inverse Hough transform (Appendix A.2) in the (q$, ~D) array.
This model accounts for the perceptual phenomena: direction and speed acuity, motion coherency, motion transparency, and misestimation of plaid motion. Sereno's model, however, has two problems. The first is that Sereno does not give an algorithm for the detection of 1-D velocities of oriented components by the V 1 cells, i.e, for the first stage. The second problem is the (qS, V2D) arrangement of the MT cell array. A moving dot stimulus activates a MT cell, in the array, which detects the dot's 2-D motion. In contrast, a stationary dot causes activation in all MT cells along the array's ~D = 0 coordinate. This activation, indicating that the stationary dot cannot be detected by a specific MT cell, is not perhaps plausible neurophysiologically. In our (r~, r,) arrangement, this stationary dot activates a motiondetection cell at (r, = 0, r, = 0).
Replacing the ~ in equation (5) and equation (12) and (z,., r~) in equation (14) with log~ r and (log~ ~,, log~ r.,.) allows us to represent these parameters on a log scale in the same way as Sereno's representation of V~D and V2D.
Fennema and Thompson's Method
The method presented by Fennema and Thompson (1979) also has two stages corresponding to those of Adelson and Movshon (1982) .
The first stage uses the gradient scheme (Limb & Murphy, 1975) to measure the (0, Vm) 1-D velocities of oriented components within a stimulus that moves with (V,, V~.) 2-D motion. Each VID speed is obtained by dividing the temporal gradient dl/dt by the respective spatial gradient dI/dx of the oriented component (I is the light intensity). Mapping these velocities in a (0, VID) array gives a sine wave that satisfies the third form of equation (7).
To extract this wave for detecting the (V,, V~.) 2-D motion, the second stage uses the same representation of our inverse Hough transform in the (~b, V2D) array as Sereno's model. This model has three physiological problems. The division used in the gradient scheme cannot be implemented by neuron easily. We did not use it. In addition, the velocity detection process is sensitive to noise because of the gradient scheme, which is not plausible neurophysiologically. Our process is robust to noise (Section 3.6). Finally, since this method uses the same (q~, V2D) arrangement as Sereno's model, it suffers from the same associated problem.
Ogata and Sato's Method
The method presented by Ogata and Sato (1991) is based on scalar motion sensors (Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . It uses the inverse Hough transform to combine the sensor outputs for detecting 2-D motion.
The 1-D velocity of an oriented component with orientation 0 is coded in a ratio f/f~; f is the temporal frequency of a scalar-motion-sensor response, and the sensor prefers a sinusoidal grating with 0 orientation and f~ spatial frequency. A stimulus moving with (Vx, V0 2-D motion causes a sine wave [equation (19)] composed of activated scalar motion sensors over a (0, fifo array (Watson & Ahumada, 1985) :
The wave corresponds to our sine waves [equation (10) This method has two physiological problems. The Fourier transform--used for the conversion to the spatio-temporal frequency domain---cannot be implemented by neurons easily. Our cell model is described using synaptic functions (Section 2.4), in the real, or non-Fourier, domain. Second, this method cannot accurately detect the 2-D motion of isolated stimuli, such as single dots, because the Fourier components of such stimuli is small. This is inconsistent with neurophysiology (Section 2.1 and Section 4.2.2). Our cell model detects the 2-D motion of isolated stimuli, including single dots (Fig. 6B) .
The method proposed by Heeger (1987) and Grzywacz et al. (1990) (Section 5.2) also uses the Fourier transform. Hence, it suffers from the same associated problem as this method.
DISCUSSION
Simple-cell Arrangement in Layer 4B
In Section 2.2 and Fig. 19 , we proposed that, in layer 4B of the hypercolumns, NDS simple cells are arranged as the (p, 0) array and DS simple cells are arranged three-dimensionally as the (p, 0) array with a depth arrangement of ~. Based on the arrangements, we predicted the perpendicular crossing between the orientation and ocular-dominance columns.
This section shows that these arrangements and this perpendicular crossing are supported by neurophysiological observations using optical imaging and autoradiography.
The perpendicular crossing
Using optical imaging, Obermayer and Blasdel (1993) observed that the iso-orientation bands (or orientation columns) in area V1 of monkeys tend to intersect the borders of ocular dominance columns at roughly perpendicular angles. Further, using the autoradiographic method combining [~4C]2-deoxyglucose and [3H]proline, Hubel, Wiesel and Stryker (1978) observed the roughly perpendicular crossing between the orientation and ocular-dominance columns in area V1 of monkeys.
These observations support our prediction of the perpendicular crossing. They also support our (p, 0) arrangement of NDS and DS simple cells indirectly, because the crossing results from the arrangement (Fig. 19) .
The (p, O) cell arrangement
Using optical imaging, Obermayer and Blasdel (1993 + +) reported that 48% of area V1 consists of"linear zones". In these zones the orientation preferences change linearly along straight axes, remaining constant along the perpendicular axes and forming parallel iso-orientation bands. The straight axis corresponds to our 0 coordinate, and the perpendicular axis to our p coordinate. Hence, this linear zone is consistent with our (p, 0) arrangement of NDS and DS simple cells (Section 6.3). We suggest that the linear zone is an observation of our (p, 0) arrangement in layer 4B. The predicted cell arrangement along the p coordinate, where preferences for bar location should change linearly along the coordinate, has not been validated previously, to our knowledge.
Tests for Validating the Cell Model
In our cell model, we make three assumptions. The first is the Hough transform processed in NDS simple cells [equation (4)], through which an NDS simple cell detects a line composed of activated LGN cells. The second assumption is the sequential processing by LGN cells, NDS and DS simple cells, and DS complex cells [equations (2, 4, 5, and 12) ], through which the 2-D motion of a moving stimulus is transformed into a sine wave composed of activated DS complex cells [equation (10)]. The third assumption is the inverse Hough transform processed in motion-detection cells [equation (14)], through which a motion-detection cell extracts the sine wave.
In the sections that follow, we propose three tests that can be used to confirm these transforms, based on single and twin microelectrodes (Kuffier et al., 1984) and optical imaging (Blasdel & Salama, 1986; Grinvald, Lieke, Frostig, Gilbert & Wiesel, 1986 Livingstone and Hubel (1984) , which constitute a regular structure over area VI of the cortex. We marked a hypercolumn with bold lines. R and L denote the ocular dominance columns (or ocular dominance bands) of the right and left eyes. (B) Proposed arrangement of NDS and DS simple cells in layer 4B of the hypercolumns, based on the presence of the simple cells in this layer (Section 2. l). Each cell in the layer of a hypercolumn belonging to the left eye, for example, is depicted as a cube. We propose that NDS simple cells are arranged as the (p, 0) array in the lower part. We also propose that, in the upper part, DS simple cells are arranged three-dimensionally as the (p, 0) array with a depth arrangement oft. This proposal for the (p, 0, r) arrangement is based on the observations by Hubel and Wiesel (1977) , Humphrey, Skeen and : "the orientation and location preferences of simple cells change roughly linearly across area VI, remaining constant along the depth axis". We predict that the array's p coordinate is the arrangement of ocular dominance columns. Cells lie along the columns, with the same-eye ocular dominance and the same p location preference. The preferred 0 orientations shift gradually from cell to cell. We also predict that the 0 coordinate is the arrangement of orientation columns (or iso-orientation bands). Cells lie along the columns, with the same 0 orientation preference and with preferred p locations shifting gradually from cell to cell. The two types of column cross perpendicularly, due to the (p, 0) orthogonal coordinates of the Hough plane. This perpendicular crossing was suggested by Hubel and Wiesel (1974) . [A similar (p, 0) arrangement of NDS simple cells was predicted by Okajima (1986) using the Radon transform, and suggested by Blasdel (1992b) , Obermayer and Blasdel (1993) , and Blasdel and Obermayer (1994) based on the Hough transform.] occurring in them, are described for neurophysiologists to conduct the tests.
Single microelectrodes
Tests using single microelectrodes can confirm that these transforms are processed in individual cells.
Hough transJorm.
The test steps for confirming this transform are as follows: (1) position the electrode on an NDS simple cell; (2) stimulate the cell with stationary dots at different (x, y) locations; and (3) depict the cell responses as a map whose address is a dot location.
A line composed of the cell's responses should occur in the (x, y) map (Fig. 20A) . This indicates that the cell extracts the line. Hence, by measuring the linear response pattern, we can confirm that the cell processes the Hough transform [equation (4)].
To detail the test, using stationary bar stimuli, we can measure the p0 foot and 00 angle of the pattern directly. Measure the location and orientation of a bar preferred by the cell. This location and orientation should give the pattern's foot and angle.
Sequential processing.
The test steps are as follows: (1) A line composed of the cell's responses should occur in the (V y, V,) map (Fig. 20B ). This indicates that the complex cell extracts the line. Hence, by measuring the linear response pattern, we can confirm that through the sequential processing the cell extracts the constraint line.
Using moving bar stimuli, we can measure the V~D0 foot and 00 angle of the pattern directly. Measure the 1-D velocity and orientation of a bar preferred by the cell. They should give the pattern's foot and angle.
Inverse Hough trans[brm.
The test steps are as follows: (1) A sine wave composed of the cell's responses should occur in the (0, V~D) map (Fig. 20C) . This indicates that the motion-detection cell extracts the wave. Hence, by measuring the sinusoidal response pattern, we can confirm that the cell processes the inverse Hough transform [equation (14)], because the wave is equivalent to the sinusoidal firing pattern [equation (10)] extracted through the transform.
Using moving dot stimuli, we can measure the V~D0
Twin microelectrodes
Tests using twin microelectrodes can confirm that the three transforms are processed across the corresponding cell arrays.
Hough transform. The test steps are as follows:
(1) insert the twin electrodes into an NDS simple cell array; (2) measure and calculate the location (Xc, yc) of a stationary dot stimulus [ Fig. 22A(i) ]; and (3) stimulate with this stationary dot.
The twin electrodes should respond selectively to the dot's location [ Fig. 22A(ii) ]. Hence, by measuring this selective response, we can confirm that the Hough transformation of the dot is executed across the NDS simple cell array.
Sequential processing.
The test steps are as follows: (1) insert the electrodes into a DS complex cell array; (2) amplitude and 00 phase of the pattern directly. Measure the speed and direction of a dot preferred by the cell. They should give the pattern's amplitude and phase.
Finally, we show that these predicted response patterns are supported by neurophysiological observations. First, the linear response pattern of an NDS simple cell (Fig. 20A) is the elongated, excitatory receptive field of the cell [ Fig. 15A(ii) ]. Hence, the observation of this field in actual simple cells (Jones & Palmer, 1987a+ ,b +) supports our linear pattern. Next, as shown in Fig. 21A , the linear response pattern of a DS complex cell (Fig. 20B) is a synthesis of the bimodal direction-tuning curves (Fig. 14A ) for dots moving with all 2-D motions. Hence, the observation of these curves in actual DS complex cells (Section 4.2.3.1) supports our linear pattern. Finally, as shown in Fig. 21B , the sinusoidal response pattern of a motion-detection cell (Fig. 20C) is a synthesis of the bimodal direction-tuning curves (Fig. 14B ) for bars moving with all I-D velocities. Hence, the observation of these curves in actual motion-detection cells (Section 4.2.3.2) supports our sinusoidal pattern. and (0o, vQ) in the cell array. C(i) The (0, V~Dc) I-D velocity of a moving bar stimulus is determined as the intersection of the sinusoidal response patterns (Fig. 20C) at the individual electrodes. COO Through the inverse Hough transform, the stimulus causes a linear firing pattern that passes through (~p, r,p) and (T,o, v,Q) in the cell array.
(i) (ii)
The twin electrodes should respond simultaneously and selectively to the 2-D motion [ Fig. 22B(ii) ]. Hence, by measuring this simultaneous, selective response, we can confirm that the conversion (of the dot's motion to a sinusoidal pattern) through the sequential processing is executed across the DS complex cell array.
Inverse Hough transform.
The test steps are as follows: (1) Fig. 22C(ii) ]. Hence, by measuring this simultaneous, selective response, we can confirm that the inverse Hough transformation is executed across the motion-detection cell array.
Optical imaging
Optical imaging enables us to observe firing patterns occurring over cell arrays. This imaging has been developed extensively (Blasdel & Salama, 1986; Grinvald et al., 1986; Bonhoeffer & Grinvald, 1991; Blasdel, 1992a,b; Bartfeld & Grinvald, 1992; Obermayer & Blasdel, 1993; Bonhoeffer & Grinvald, 1993; Shoham, Gottesfeld & Grinvald, 1993) .
By observing three types of firing patterns using this imaging, we can confirm our transforms. The first is a sinusoidal firing pattern in the NDS simple cell array [ Fig. 6B(ii) ], caused by a dot stimulus. This pattern indicates that the Hough transformation of the dot is processed over the NDS simple cell array. The second is a sinusoidal firing pattern in the DS complex cell array [ Fig. 6B(iv) ], caused by a moving dot stimulus. This pattern indicates that the conversion through the sequential processing, above, is processed over the DS complex cell arrays. The third is a linear firing pattern in the motion-detection cell array [e.g. Fig. 6A(v) ], caused by a moving bar stimulus. This pattern indicates that the inverse Hough transformation is processed over the motion-detection cell array.
However, since the cell arrangement across the visual cortex is distorted, it is difficult to evaluate the linearity and waveform of these patterns correctly.
We present tests for confirming the transforms without evaluating the linearity and waveform. Therefore, the tests are not affected by the cortex distortion.
6.2.3.1. Hough transform. The test steps are as follows:
(1) stimulate with a group of stationary dot stimuli [ Fig. 23A(i) ], then confirm that a group of firing patterns intersect at a point; and (2) stimulate with a (p0, 00) stationary bar, then observe a firing spot [e.g. Fig. 6A (ii)]. The spot's location should coincide with the point of intersection [ Fig. 23A(ii (1) stimulate with a group of moving dot stimuli [ Fig. 23B(i) ], then confirm that a group of firing patterns intersect at a point; and (2) stimulate with a bar moving with (V~D0, 00) 1-D velocity, then observe a firing spot [e.g. Fig. 6A(iv) ]. The spot's location should coincide with the point of intersection [ Fig. 23B(ii) ]. Hence, by measuring this coincidence, we can confirm that the conversion through the sequential processing, above, is processed over the DS complex cell array.
Inverse Hough transJorm.
The test steps are as follows: (1) stimulate with a group of moving bar stimuli [ Fig. 23C(i) ], then confirm that a group of firing patterns intersect at a point; and (2) stimulate with a dot moving with (V,0, V,o) 2-D motion, then observe a firing spot [e.g. Fig. 6B(v) ]. The spot's location should coincide with the point of intersection [ Fig. 23C(ii) ]. Hence, by measuring this coincidence, we can confirm that the inverse Hough transform is processed over the motion-detection cell array.
Finally, we compare the tests using microelectrode and optical-imaging: because electrodes measure responses that reflect the neuronal network of a cell, electrodes provide measurements that are independent of the distortion in the cell arrangement across the cortex. However, the measurements are localized at the electrodes and do not cover the cell array. In contrast, optical imaging can observe the cell firing patterns over the visual cortex. However, because the observation is affected by the distortion, it is difficult to evaluate the patterns' waveforms correctly. Furthermore, the depth resolution of optical-imaging apparatus is poor (e.g. Bonhoeffer & Grinvald, 1993; Bartfeld & Grinvald, 1992) . Hence, combining these two types of test allows us to validate the Hough and inverse Hough transforms and the sequential processing.
Linear and Pinwheel-like Firing Patterns
This section shows that a group of bar stimuli, which move with differing orientations but at a constant speed V~D, cause linear and pinwheel-like firing patterns over the the modeled cell arrays. These resemble the patterns occurring over the actual cell arrays for a group of rectangular wave gratings that move with the same orientations and speed as the bar group. (We note that the grating is a group of parallel bars.)
In the NDS simple cell array, the bar group causes a stack of linear firing patterns in the (p, 0) array (Fig. 24A) . This stack resembles the linear zones (Obermayer & Blasdel, 1993 ) that were observed in area V1 of macaque monkeys for the grating group using optical imaging. The iso-orientation bands constituting the zone correspond to these linear patterns.
In a (p, 0) slice of the DS simple cell array at a coordinate of tdV~D/2, the same stack of linear firing patterns as in the NDS simple cell array is caused by the bar group.
In the DS complex cell array, a linear firing pattern (Fig. 24B ) parallel to the 0 axis and having a r coordinate of td V~D/2 is caused by the bar group. This pattern has not been observed previously, to our knowledge.
Finally, in the motion-detection cell array, a group of linear firing patterns (Fig. 24C) tangential to a circle with radius td V~D/2 are caused by the bar group. When the V1D speed is small, this pattern group becomes a pinwheel-like pattern intersecting at the origin of the array. Orientation preferences rotate through 360 deg for one revolution about the origin. This pinwheel-like pattern resembles that observed in area MT of owl monkeys for the grating group using optical imaging (Malonek, Tootell & Grinvald, 1993; . We note that motion-detection cells are present in area MT of macaque monkeys (Section 2.1).
CONCLUSION
We proposed that the five types of cells on the magnocellular visual pathway constitute a function hierarchy to detect 2-D motion from a moving stimulus ( Fig. 1; Section 2) . LGN cells first introduce a time delay to transform a spatio-temporal parameter (the 1-D velocity) into a spatial parameter (the displacement between the lagged and nonlagged images). Then, NDS and DS simple cells perform a Hough transform and Reichardt's spatio-temporal correlation to detect the 1-D velocities of oriented components within the stimulus. Accumulating these velocities, a group of DS complex cells along a sine wave fire over the cell array. The wave indicates all possible 1-D velocities in the stimulus, and its amplitude and phase correspond to the speed and direction of the 2-D motion. Finally, motion-detection We modeled the responses of these five cell types as a series of formulas [equations (2, 4, 5, 12, and 14) ] that represent three types of synaptic functions in neurons: the postsynaptic excitation and inhibition; the synaptic transmission efficiency; and a multiplication-like function (Section 2). These formulas represent the neuronal network linking retinal cells and motion-detection cells in area MT.
The modeled cells detected 2-D motion from a variety of continuously and apparently moving stimuli, including dots, straight lines, curves, edges, and plaid patterns (Sections 3, 4.2, and 4.5). They also detected the 2-D motions from two moving stimuli within a receptive field separately. This is consistent with motion transparency in psychophysiology. They further detected the 2-D motion of a line with terminators.
The modeled cells are consistent with neurophysiology, as follows.
All the modeled cells exhibit the same selectivities to traditionally used bar stimuli as actual cells (Section 4.1). They reflect the grain and field responses to the movement of random-dot textures in actual cells (Section 4.4). The modeled DS simple and complex cells and motion-detection cells also reflect the response to apparent motion in actual cells (Section 4.5).
Our DS complex cells exhibit the same direction and orientation selectivities to the three combinations of stimuli as the Component and type I cells in areas V1 and MT (Section 4.2). Our motion-detection cells exhibit the same selectivities as the Pattern and type II cells in area MT.
Our NDS simple cells and modified NDS simple cells account for the two receptive-field structures that are characteristic of actual simple cells and resemble the 2-D even and odd Gabor functions (Section 4.3).
Finally, our (p, 0) arrangement of NDS and DS simple cells is supported by neurophysiological observations (Section 6.1).
The modeled cells accounted for Adelson and Movshon's two-stage hypothesis neurophysiologically (Section 5.1). The first stage is executed in the sequential processing by LGN cells, DS and NDS simple cells, and DS complex cells. The second stage is executed in the motion-detection cells. The IOC solution of the hypothesis is equivalent to our inverse Hough transform processed in motion-detection cells.
The modeled cells, which are described using synaptic functions of neurons and consistent with neurophysiology, resolve the physiological inconsistency in the previous models (Sections 5.2-5.5).
Using microelectrodes and optical imaging, we proposed three tests for confirming the cell model's validity (Section 6.2).
We suggested that the linear zones observed in area V1 of macaque monkeys using optical imaging occur in the NDS and DS simple cell arrays, and also suggested that the 360 deg type of pinwheel-like pattern observed in area MT of owl monkeys occurs in the motion-detection cell array (Section 6.3). This is, to our knowledge, the first model of the neurophysiological process by which cells on the magnocellular visual pathway detect local 2-D motion. Figure AI (ii) outlines the inverse Hough transform from the (0, r) DS complex cell array to the (r,, ~,) motion-detection cell array. The transform converts a sine wave in the (0, r) array into a spot in the (zy, z,) array. We express this transform as a formula. We assume a DS complex cell that fires at (0~, ~) with CCDs(0~, zJ intensity. The cell activates a group of motion-detection cells along a line, z~=v,cos 0,+rvsin 0~, with the CCDs(0, r~) intensity. This elementary inverse Hough transform is expressed as CCDs(0, r~) 8(zl r,cos 0,-~,.sin 0J.
A.2. Inverse Hough tran.sform
Then, we assume a group of DS complex cells that fire along a sine wave'c = z,0cos 0 + ry0Sin 0 with CCDs(0, T) intensities. The DS complex cell group activates a motion-detection cell at (r,,j, r,0) most intensively. This cell's response is expressed as equation (A4) (14) has been derived.
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